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Input-output curves of low and high spontaneous rate auditory nerve fibers are exponential near threshold
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1. Introduction

Trains of spikes of primary afferent auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) encode sensory information transduced within the inner ear, and information about the acoustic stimulus is relayed with high fidelity to the central nervous system. Morphologically, ANFs can be classified into large and myelinated type I ANFs that contact the pillar side of inner hair cells (IHCs), smaller myelinated type I ANFs that contact the modiolar side of IHCs and small, unmyelinated type II ANFs that innervate the outer hair cells (OHCs) (Spoendlin, 1973; Liberman, 1980). The majority of ANFs (90–95%) are type I ANFs and each type I ANF contacts a single IHC in the domestic cat. The number of ANFs contacting each IHC peaks at approximately 30 in the vicinity of the 10 kHz region and decreases progressively to about 10 for apical hair cells (Spoendlin, 1973; Liberman et al., 1990). On physiological grounds, ANFs can be classified according to a variety of criteria, including spontaneous discharge rate (SR). SRs of ANFs in deeply anesthetized cats vary from near zero to about 100 spikes/s, with approximately 60% exhibiting high SRs (SR > 17.5 spikes/s), 25–30% exhibiting medium SRs (0.5 spikes/s ≤ SR ≤ 17.5 spikes/s) and 10–15% exhibiting low SRs (SR < 0.5 spikes/s). Each IHC is contacted by low, medium and high SR ANFs (Liberman, 1982; Wu et al., 2016).

As part of the larger effort to understand the processing of sounds by the auditory periphery, inner ear input-output (IO) relationships have been assessed traditionally by measuring average discharge rates produced by type I ANFs in response to relatively long duration periodic signals, including both tone-burst and spectrally complex acoustic stimuli (e.g. Kiang et al., 1965; Rose et al., 1967; Johnson, 1980; McGee, 1983; Horst et al., 1990). In general, average discharge rates increase sigmoidally with increasing sound stimulation level, exhibiting either a saturating or a sloping shape at high levels for ANFs with high- and low-SRs, respectively (Sachs and Abbas, 1974; Winter et al., 1990; Yates et al., 1990). Information contained in such rate-level curves is limited by the fact that response variations observed within a
stimulus period are not represented, in contrast with information contained in period histograms. A period histogram is a graph of the instantaneous discharge rate plotted on a time scale modulo the stimulus period. As a consequence, spike occurrences within a period histogram provide information on the relation between instantaneous stimulus pressure and instantaneous discharge rate.

Numerous studies have shown differences in the responses of low- and high-SR ANFs. For example, expansive nonlinear behavior has been observed at low stimulus levels in responses of ANFs with relatively low SRs (Geisler, 1990; Kiang et al., 1965) and Geisler and Silkes (1991) found that peristimulus time histograms (PSTH) were more deeply modulated for low-SR ANFs than for high-SR ANFs in response to the fundamental frequency of periodic complex tones. In addition, low-SR ANFs produce higher synchronization indices in response to pure tones than do high-SR ANFs (Johnson, 1980; McGee, 1983; Joris et al., 1994; Dreyer and Delgutte, 2006; Temchin and Ruggero, 2010). Similarly, Horst et al. (1986a, 1990) found a lack of response to small peaks in the temporal waveforms of complex stimuli in ANFs with relatively low SR. Geisler (1990) has suggested fundamental differences in rate-level curves between ANFs with low SR and ANFs with high SR.

On the other hand, work by Kiang et al. (1965) and Evans (1968) has suggested that the relation between instantaneous discharge rate and instantaneous stimulus pressure for ANFs of all SRs can be represented by an exponential function. This relation has been used successfully in modeling work by Siebert (1970), Colburn (1973), Johnson (1974) and Goldstein and Srolovitz (1977). Consequently, there appears to be a disagreement between this early modeling work and later experimental findings indicating that differences in the response properties of low-SR ANFs and high-SR ANFs exist.

Directly comparing average discharge rate-level curves and instantaneous discharge rate-instantaneous pressure relationships is hampered by the fact that rate-level curves are based on averages of spike numbers regardless of variations in rate across the stimulus period. That is, they cannot reveal information, such as the exponential input-output curve, on a time scale shorter than the stimulus period. To overcome this, here we show input-output relations based on the variation in instantaneous rate measured within a stimulus period.

Average discharge rate and instantaneous discharge rate are both determined by measuring the number of spikes in certain intervals and determining the number of spikes per unit of time. The important difference lies in the choice of the sampling intervals. In the case of average rate, the relevant interval is the time during which the stimulus was present and the computation of average discharge rate involves averaging across repetitions of the tone burst, periods of the stimulus, and all phases within each period. In the case of instantaneous discharge rate, the computation of rate involves averaging across repetitions of the tone burst and cycles of the stimulus, but not across all phases within each cycle, just some range of phases depending on the bin width chosen. In this way, the variation of discharge rate can be measured within the stimulus period (instantaneous discharge rate) and examined as a function of the instantaneous stimulus pressure.

In this study, in an effort to investigate these different types of input-output relations, we compared the IO properties of ANFs in deepely anesthetized cats based on traditional average discharge rate-stimulus level curves with IO curves based on instantaneous discharge rate vs. instantaneous pressure derived from period histograms at near threshold stimulus conditions. By using tone-burst stimuli, the effect of filtering (response attenuation) that occurs when there is a mismatch between the characteristic frequency (CF) of the auditory filter and stimulus frequency can be dismissed; the filter effect will not affect the shape of the waveform. This is in contrast to a complex stimulus whose components can be differentially attenuated depending on their frequency relative to the characteristic frequency of the filter.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Surgical preparation

Data were acquired from four adult, healthy domestic cats and experiments were performed in an electrically shielded, double-walled sound attenuating chamber specially designed for acoustic isolation (Industrial Acoustics Corp.). Animals were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg) administered intraperitoneally and supplemental doses were administered as needed throughout the experiment; i.e., when a pedal reflex was observed. Body temperature was thermostatically regulated and maintained at approximately 38 °C. The pinna of the right ear was resected to the level of the tympanic annulus, and the skin and musculature overlying the posterior aspect of the skull were reflected and the skull overlying the cerebellum was trephined, the dura mater was opened, and the cerebellum overlying the cochlear nucleus complex was aspirated. The auditory nerve was exposed by wedging small pieces of cotton between the brainstem and the internal auditory canal. A plastic Davies-type chamber was placed over the nerve, cemented into place and filled with warm mineral oil to minimize brain pulsations and prevent tissue desiccation. The experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Boys Town National Research Hospital.

2.2. Sound delivery and data acquisition

Stimuli were delivered via a Beyer DT48 dynamic earphone that was connected through a short piece of plastic tubing to an ear piece that was inserted into the external auditory meatus and sealed in place, forming a closed acoustic system. Glass electrodes filled with 3M KCl and having an AC impedance of 20–30 MΩ at 1 kHz were used to isolate and record the extracellular activity of single ANFs.

The experimental paradigm started with the determination of spontaneous rate (SR) by measuring spike activity during a 10 s “quiet” data collection window. A tuning curve was then acquired using a modification of the algorithm described by Liberman (1978). This provided estimates of the ANF’s characteristic frequency (CF) and threshold determined using a criterion of 20 spikes/s above baseline rates. Average discharge rate based IO curves, usually called rate-level curves, were constructed at CF from responses to tone-burst stimuli presented at levels spanning the ANF’s dynamic range, i.e. the level range over which the average rate increases from the spontaneous rate to saturation, in 5 dB increments. Tone-burst duration was one second with 5 ms rise/fall times and stimuli were presented at a rate of one per 1.5 s. Stimuli were repeated until at least 500 spikes were obtained. Levels were incremented from low to high to minimize adaptation concerns.

Period histograms were generated by plotting discharge activity modulo stimulus period. The discharge activity was represented as instantaneous rate (the number of spikes collected in a bin divided by the total time spent in that bin). Spike times were recorded at levels near discharge rate thresholds based on values obtained from tuning curves, although data were collected near synchronization threshold (based on visual inspection) when possible. A minimum of 500 spikes was acquired to permit the construction of well-defined period histograms, a process that generally required a collection time of 500/(spontaneous rate) s. Consequently, no more than 28 s of data collection time were required to obtain requisite data for high-SR ANFs, while several minutes of data collection time...
were required to attain requisite data for low-SR ANFs. When the spontaneous rate was below 1/s, collection times were generally too long to determine sufficiently precise period histograms at near synchronization threshold levels, and slightly higher stimulus levels were used to meet data collection requirements.

To accurately determine the shape of IO-curves, it was necessary to divide the period histogram into the number of bins (N) that provides a sufficient level of response detail to conduct robust analyses; the selection of too few bins will result in an inadequate density of data points, impoverished data, and diminished analytical power. In Fig. 1, a series of period histograms constructed from various values of N is shown. When four bins were used to construct the period histogram (data not shown), the essential shape of the period histogram was clear, but the amount of detail was inadequate to support robust analysis. When the bin number was increased to 8, as shown in Fig. 1A, the degree of detail increased, but the form of the period histogram remained relatively crude and instantaneous rates could not be assessed in detail. However, there is good agreement between the shapes of the period histograms determined for bin numbers of 16 and 32 (Fig. 1B and C, respectively). Increasing the number of bins further can produce more detailed IO curves, although the number of spikes collected in any bin would be roughly halved as a result of doubling the N, thus increasing the influence of statistical noise (e.g., Fig. 1D). The magnitude of this effect would in turn depend on the total number of spikes collected. Thus, the optimal number of period histogram bins depends on the number of spikes collected for every period histogram. In our analysis we chose an N = 32 on the basis of practicality: that degree of binning permits the construction of detailed IO curves and avoids the statistical noise problems that accompany excessive binning.

### 2.3. Analysis of period histograms

Input-output curves were constructed by plotting instantaneous discharge rate as a function of instantaneous sound pressure derived from period histograms. Sound pressure was calculated by translating the sound pressure level (SPL) of the stimulus to effective pressure:

$$P_{\text{eff}} = 2 \times 10^{-5} \times \text{SPL}/20$$

Then, the instantaneous pressure as a function of time can be written as:

$$P(t) = P_{\text{eff}} \times \sqrt{2}\sin(2\pi ft + \phi)$$

In equation (2) $\phi$ is a phase angle that is inserted to bring the stimulus waveform in phase with the period histogram. In the present analysis, we treated the stimulus as having the same phase as the response; i.e., phase shifts caused by runtimes or filter characteristics were also attributed to the stimulus. This was accomplished by (1) computing the FFT of the response (waveform of the period histogram), (2) determining the fundamental component of the spectrum, and (3) using the inverse FFT of the fundamental component to recover the waveform shape of that component in phase with the period histogram. After adequate multiplication according to equation (2), this waveform was taken as the input, providing one value of instantaneous pressure for each bin. The period histogram was taken as the output. Comparing input and output bin by bin gave an estimate of the IO-curve.

### 3. Results

In a memoryless time-invariant system, the relation between instantaneous stimulus input and instantaneous response output can be used to characterize IO behavior by comparing the output data with the input data, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. In this investigation, the instantaneous sound pressure was the input signal and the period histogram played the role of the output signal.

Twenty-eight ANFs with CFs ranging from 0.306 to 17.3 kHz and SRs ranging from near 0.2 to 100.5 spikes/s provided the data for this study. An example of a pure-tone period histogram derived from spikes recorded from an ANF with intermediate SR (12 spk/s) at near threshold intensity is shown in Fig. 3A. The characteristic-frequency (CF) of the ANF was 700 Hz and the stimulus was.
presented at 700 Hz and 50 dB SPL, i.e. 7 dB below the rate threshold.

It is clear that spike activity was detected throughout the period (cycle) of the tone burst and at this stimulus level the activity of the ANF can be regarded as a modulation of spontaneous activity; i.e., the average discharge rate (14.7 spikes/s) was only slightly above SR. However, it is notable that the instantaneous rate varied between 2 and 34 spikes/s depending upon stimulus phase, indicating that instantaneous discharge rate variation can be used to investigate the effect of instantaneous variation of instantaneous pressure within a stimulus period.

Based on the calculation strategy described earlier, a stimulus level of 50 dB SPL corresponds to an effective pressure of 6.325 mPa and according to equation (2) the instantaneous pressure varied between +8.944 and −8.944 mPa. In Fig. 3B, after shifting the phase to discard delays caused by consecutive transduction stages, instantaneous rate was plotted as a function of instantaneous pressure, a manipulation that collapses the relation between stimulus and response onto a single IO-curve centered on 0 mPa (the null pressure), with both positive and negative instantaneous-pressure values mapping-out the curve.

Fig. 4 shows instantaneous rates collected at three levels near threshold. These are data from an ANF with a CF of 591 Hz and a high SR (37 spikes/s). The stimulus frequency was 600 Hz. Again, firing was observed throughout the stimulus period and associated period histograms can be described as waveforms with amplitude modulation around a baseline, the SR. Increasing the stimulus level results in deeper modulation, and decreased discharge rate in one half of the period as a consequence. This is in agreement with prior work (Rose et al., 1967; Johnson, 1980).

As shown previously, plotting instantaneous rate as a function of instantaneous pressure yields an orderly series of values that vary continuously around SR (star in Fig. 4D and F). For the 35 dB SPL stimulus condition, the spread of the instantaneous rate around SR is small but consistent (Fig. 4C and F). For positive input pressures, the discharge rate is above SR, and for negative input pressures, discharge rates below SR were observed. The instantaneous discharge rate for zero input is in good agreement with SR; i.e., response for zero input in the dynamic and the static conditions agree. These observations can be made for responses to each of the stimulus levels presented here. It is noteworthy that the average rate increases marginally when the stimulus level is increased from 35 to 50 dB SPL (Fig. 4G), whereas instantaneous rates range from 7 spikes/s to over 120 spikes/s (Fig. 4H), an increase of more than a factor of 10.

In Fig. 4H, data from Fig. 4D and F are re-plotted in one frame and it is clear that static IO curves derived from different stimulus levels overlap completely, showing that data acquired from stimuli at various near threshold levels can be represented by a single IO-curve; i.e., the representation of the data by a single static nonlinearity is a robust representation in the range of stimulus levels that are presented. Restricted parts of this curve look fairly linear, but from the smallest to the largest pressures there is a definite increase in the slope of the curve, although the change in slope is not abrupt, but continuous in nature. Consequently, we do not see half-wave rectification in which there is no or hardly any response in one half of the period and a fairly linear response in the other half in this stimulation range. In all curves, the instantaneous rate at zero input pressure agrees very well with the SR, i.e. the rate when there is no stimulus at all.

Data from another ANF with a CF of 550 Hz and a low SR (0.7 spikes/s) are shown in Fig. 5. In this case, data were collected near rate threshold to limit data collection time. In the right column, IO-curves that were constructed from period histograms are shown. Again, we find smooth curves in which the instantaneous rate at zero input pressure is in excellent agreement with SR.

In the case of this low-SR ANF, data were collected at two stimulus levels and in Fig. 5D it is shown that these data are in good agreement and can be collapsed onto a single IO-curve. As in the case of the high-SR ANF considered above, the slope of the curve increases consistently and again there is no sudden change near zero input pressure.

Because the average driven rates of most ANFs saturate at higher levels (Sachs and Abbas, 1974), one goal of this investigation was to determine the effects of higher levels on the behavior of the instantaneous rates. For this reason, we considered data collected at stimulus levels well above the discharge rate threshold. Findings from an ANF with a CF of 500 Hz and with an intermediate SR (3.2 spikes/s) are shown in Fig. 6. Responses are plotted as IO-curves and, as with data presented above for the high and low-SR ANFs,
IO-curves overlap at relatively low stimulus levels (Fig. 6A). However, at higher stimulus levels IO-curves separate (Fig. 6B) and hysteresis is evident, almost certainly a consequence of the asymmetry of the period histograms along the temporal scale, which is usually attributed to refractory effects (Gray, 1967; Schroeder and Hall, 1974).

A comparison with traditional rate-level curves, an example of which is shown in Fig. 6C, indicates that IO-curves begin to diverge at levels well below average discharge rate saturation. This may be attributed to refractory behavior and/or to a change of the gain of the cochlear amplifier. It is of interest, however, that the gradual saturation of the average rate is not reflected in the shapes of static IO-curves which are expansive at all stimulus levels. Rather, saturation of the average discharge rate results in a scaling down of the instantaneous rate; in other words, the instantaneous rate in response to each instantaneous pressure is reduced when the stimulus level is increased. A reduction of the gain of the cochlear amplifier would result in a compression of the IO-curves in the horizontal direction. This appears to be the case at high levels (Fig. 6B and E).

To rule out the possibility that saturation in instantaneous-rate-vs-instantaneous-pressure curves might be obscured by the use of the linear abscissa, a subset of the data plotted in Fig. 6A and B was re-plotted on a logarithmic horizontal scale. For this purpose we could only use the data with instantaneous pressure greater than zero, since the logarithm of a negative value is not defined. This turns the horizontal scale in essence into a dB-scale and makes the curves directly comparable with average rate-level curves. These plots are shown in Fig. 6D and E where no evidence of response saturation was observed.

Data collected here were acquired in response to frequencies to which ANFs usually phase lock strongly. However, data were also collected for high CF ANFs in response to moderately low stimulus frequencies where phase-locking is observed but reduced in strength relative to responses to lower stimulus frequencies (Palmer and Russell, 1986; Joris et al., 1994). This is shown in Fig. 7 for an ANF with a CF of 17 kHz and a low SR (0.2 spikes/s). When stimulated with a 2 kHz tone-burst (i.e. in the tail of the ANFs tuning curve, and therefore, requiring high stimulus levels), IO-curves did not collapse onto the same trajectory. For the higher

---

**Fig. 4.** Period histograms (A–C), associated IO-curves (D–F), and the average rate-level curve (G) are shown for an ANF in response to 600 Hz tone bursts. Period histograms and IO-curves were obtained near threshold to tones at levels of 35, 45 and 50 dB SPL. CF of the unit was 591 Hz and SR was 37 spikes/s. The left column represents the period histograms for the separate levels, 35, 45, 50 dB SPL from bottom to top. The middle column shows the IO-curves for these levels plotted in the same way as in Fig. 3B. Each IO-curve was derived from the responses to one level of the rate-level curve. Panels A–F and H use the same vertical scale. Obviously, the IO-curves provide considerably more information than the rate-level curve (G) in the corresponding range. The stars in panels D–F represent SR, and are in agreement with the instantaneous discharge rates for zero instantaneous sound pressure for each IO-curve. The IO-curves are replotted in one panel (H) using the same scale. The responses for 35, 45, and 50 dB overlap nicely and appear to represent the same IO relationship.

**Fig. 6.** This figure illustrates how the IO data are collected and how they are compared with rate-level curves. The left column shows the period histograms and the middle column shows the IO-curves for the corresponding levels. The right column shows the average rate-level curve. The stars in panels D–F represent SR, and are in agreement with the instantaneous discharge rates for zero instantaneous sound pressure for each IO-curve. The IO-curves are replotted in one panel (H) using the same scale. The responses for 35, 45, and 50 dB overlap nicely and appear to represent the same IO relationship.
stimulus level, the IO-curve tilts upward compared to the IO curve derived from the lower level stimulus. Note that average driven rates for the two levels shown, 3.8 and 14.7 spikes/s, were far below rates required for saturation. In the case of saturation, the curve acquired at the higher stimulus level would have been scaled down as shown in Fig. 6B. The upward shift of the IO curve is in agreement with the increase of average discharge rate at higher frequencies as levels are raised.

4. Discussion

4.1. General

In this paper, we present a novel method designed to represent inner ear IO behavior in a static context by showing that data contained in single period histograms generated in response to low frequency, low level stimuli can be translated into IO curves that relate instantaneous stimulus pressure to instantaneous discharge rate. One key feature of this approach is that the forms of IO-curves representing different stimulus levels are similar at low levels and can be described by a single static IO-curve, i.e. the IO-relation is level- and time-invariant. The time-invariance of this system is reflected in the temporal-symmetry of period histograms. In addition, the SR (a static response) is in agreement with the instantaneous discharge rate in response to zero instantaneous input. The agreement between these measures supports the view that SR is the response to the null stimulus. It is also contrary to the view that a response to a tone is the sum of the spontaneous activity and the specific response to that tone (Sachs and Abbas, 1974; Sachs et al., 1989; Yates et al., 1990).

Limitations associated with the overall utility of the approach described here include the observation that IO-curves dissociate; i.e., break into multiple curve segments, when based on higher discharge rate responses and, therefore, high stimulus levels cannot be used to derive inner ear input-output properties using a single curve. Higher levels result in an IO-curve that is “scaled down” compared to IO-curves derived from lower level stimuli. An additional complication when dealing with higher discharge rates is IO-curve hysteresis, meaning that the output is dependent on the immediately preceding events and the relation between input and output is not time-invariant at higher levels of stimulation. The hysteresis observed in this study is well understood and is generally attributed to refractory effects. The “scaling down” phenomenon observed in IO-curves derived from high level stimuli is likely to have two causes. First, it may be caused by refractory effects, that is, the more often an ANF fires, a longer time is spent in a refractory state and the greater the chance of not responding to the stimulus. A second possible cause is the compressive nonlinear behavior of basilar membrane displacement (Rhode, 1978).

4.2. Responses at low and intermediate stimulus levels

Several efforts to model inner ear input-output relationships have been based on average discharge rate responses to relatively...
long duration tonal stimulation (i.e., many cycles of a periodic signal) produced by varying stimulus levels throughout an ANF's dynamic range, and stimulus waveform properties have been completely and explicitly ignored. In such models, the stimulus driven rate is added to the spontaneous rate and Heil et al. (2011) have termed this type of model the rate-additivity model. Heil et al. (2011) also presented an alternative to this model in which amplitudes are used instead of rates, the amplitude-additivity model. The spontaneous rate is assumed to be caused by a resting stimulus with amplitude $P_0$ and the model responds to the sum of the amplitudes $P_0$ and the amplitude of the stimulus. Heil et al. (2011) do not make clear, however, whether they are using the instantaneous amplitude, the maximum amplitude or some fixed, averaged version of the amplitude (e.g. the effective pressure). Their comparison with the rate-additivity model suggests that they use a fixed amplitude. This assumption is strengthened by the maximum rates presented in their model results, which do not exceed those derived from the rate-additivity model. In contrast, maximum instantaneous rates can be much higher. On the other hand, their model has to accept negative values for the stimulus amplitude in order to explain spike rates lower than the spontaneous rate, which would be impossible in the case of the maximum amplitude or an averaged version of the amplitude. The method considered in the present report also uses average response values, although in this method, spike activity is considered within individual bins of the period histogram, each with a fixed temporal relation with respect to stimulus phase. Again, it is useful to note that the instantaneous rate represented in a given period histogram bin may be substantially higher than the overall average discharge rate produced in response to a long-duration tone. This is shown, for example, in Fig. 4 in which instantaneous rates as high as 120 spikes/s were recorded, whereas the overall average rate was just slightly higher than the SR, which was 37 spikes/s. This finding, also shown before by Johnson (1980), may have encoding relevance when considering rapidly changing acoustic conditions.

Rate-intensity curves have been studied in detail by Geisler (1990) and Müller et al. (1991) for ANFs exhibiting various SRs. Geisler (1990) explains the data of Geisler et al. (1985) by means of a two-stage model. The first stage is a static nonlinearity based on the measured intensity-voltage characteristic of inner hair cells. The second stage, representing action-potential generation, is
linear for high-SR ANFs, but a squaring function best described action potential generation for low- and medium-SR ANFs. Müller et al. (1991) also found that a square-law best describes the relation between mean discharge rate and effective sound pressure. For responses near threshold this would imply a linear relation between average discharge rate and stimulus intensity. From their data, they concluded that a simple square law is an accurate description of the underlying synaptic drive to all primary ANFs. For ANFs with very low spontaneous discharge rates, their data analyses led to the description of “negative spontaneous rate.”

However, since a negative spontaneous rate cannot exist, its use is worrisome. Greenwood (1988) incorporated it into his model of responses to complex tones from Horst et al. (1986a, b), Yates et al. (1990) needed it also to model rate-level curves for low-SR ANFs. Even if one would imagine a negative spontaneous rate, this would be manifest in the shape of a period histogram. In order to overcome a negative spontaneous rate, a certain positive pressure would be required to elicit a response, i.e., a hard threshold is required. This should manifest itself in the form of center-clipping in the period histogram. For instantaneous IO-curves, that would mean that the output would be zero for negative and zero pressures and only start growing above zero for pressures above the threshold. Our data do not show such behavior nor have we found any indication in the literature of center-clipping in period histograms.

One goal of this investigation was to shed light on the response properties of ANFs with different SRs to tonal and complex stimuli near response threshold. In data from Horst et al. (1986b, 1990), instantaneous rates produced by small amplitude features of complex waveforms are commonly undervalued in low-SR ANFs. In agreement with this, the present data based on pure-tone stimuli show a stronger expansive behavior in low-SR ANFs near threshold than in medium-SR and high-SR ANFs. The term “expansive” as used here refers to an increasing IO-curve slope with increasing input. In Fig. 4, the slope increases with a factor of 2 for the instantaneous rate ranging from a spontaneous rate of 37 spikes/s to approximately 120 spikes/s, a roughly three-fold rate increment. While an increase in slope for this high-SRNF is evident, a much stronger increase in the slope of the curve representing a low-SR ANF is shown in Fig. 5; the slope increases by a factor of 18, ranging from the spontaneous rate, 0.7 spikes/s, to about 72 spikes/s. This was a general finding for low-SR ANFs.

4.3. General description of ANF IO-curves

While it is clear that IO curves representing low-SR ANFs grow expansively, even high-SR ANFs exhibit a degree of expansive behavior. For stimulus levels near synchronization thresholds, the increase in slope is small but clear. In addition, although higher levels of stimulation do not produce a single, static IO-curve, the curves do demonstrate clear expansive behavior. Thus, the idea of half wave rectification (Anderson, 1973; Sachs, 1984) is not supported by our data. In models of the auditory system, the relation between input and output has been described by a variety of relations; e.g., a power function (Meddis, 1986), an arctangent (Heinz et al., 2001) and an exponential function. The exponential relation was used, amongst others, by Siebert (1970), who based the formulation on Evans (1968) unpublished work, Colburn (1973), Littlefield (1973), Johnson (1974) and Goldstein and Slulovitz (1977). The present data provide actual experimental, quantitative evidence for the relevance of that assumption, as will be shown below.

Rate-level curves have been modeled such that the effective rate (average rate minus spontaneous rate) more or less mimics the magnitude of basilar membrane displacement (Geisler, 1990; Sachs et al., 1989; Yates et al., 1990). In these applications, SR is handled as a separate quantity that represents an intrinsic property of individual ANFs. The present approach offers a more parsimonious description of ANF responses, in that SR is viewed as an integral aspect of the IO-behavior of the IHC-ANF complex. The average rate is determined by spike activity of an ANF integrated over time. The asymmetry of the IO-curve around zero input causes an increase of average rate with increasing stimulus level. In this respect, our data give direct qualitative support for the IO-curve that Meddis (1986) used to model IHC membrane permeability. There exists, however, a difference in the actual shape of IO-curves proposed by Meddis and those described here. Meddis described a curve which is linear around zero input and compressive for intermediate and large inputs. Our data indicate that response growth is expansive in character throughout an ANF’s dynamic range.

Because ANFs of different spontaneous rates (and hence, thresholds) innervate the same inner hair cell (Liberman, 1982; Wu et al., 2016), the search for the biological basis underlying functional differences has focused primarily on the IHC-afferent fiber synapse. Although different SR fibers vary morphologically (Liberman, 1980) and contact different regions of the IHC (Merchan-Perez and Liberman, 1996), presynaptic ribbons are highly variable in shape, size and associated number of synaptic vesicles (Liberman, 1980; Moser et al., 2006; Kantardzhieva et al., 2013). Interestingly, the size of presynaptic ribbon synapses relative to the size of associated glutamate receptor patches observed on the postsynaptic membrane are reciprocally related in the mouse (Liberman et al., 2011) but positively correlated in the gerbil (Zhang et al., 2018). Furthermore, the voltage-dependence and amplitude of presynaptic calcium influx in the active zone of the synapse are highly heterogeneous (Frank et al., 2009), as is the number of calcium channels (Wong et al., 2013). These findings offer compelling evidence in support of an argument that SR is determined by the molecular composition of each synapse, although other influences such as the effect of the lateral olivocochlear projection to afferent dendrites (Yin et al., 2014), cannot be ruled out.

To assess how the properties of synapses might shape the form of IO curves, consider an IO-curve exhibiting compression as shown in Fig. 8A in which a basic sigmoid curve passing through the origin is presented. This is modeled by means of a tangent hyperbolic. Such an IO-curve produces a symmetric output and little if any distortion for small inputs. If we consider a system that can only produce a positive response (e.g., an instantaneous discharge rate), this IO-curve would yield zero spontaneous rate and produce half-wave rectification. In Fig. 8B, the IO-curve is shifted both vertically (upwards) and horizontally (sideways). A curve like this is comparable to the profile of the ionic conductance of stereocilia as a function of ciliary displacement (Kros et al., 1995) except for the precise shape of the upper part of the curve. If we approximate the relation between stimulus waveform and stereociliary displacement as being linear (Khanna et al., 1991; Géléoc et al., 1979), the relation between stereociliary displacement and conductance as sigmoidal, and the relation between conductance and receptor potential as linear, which is most likely the case for small inputs (Zeddies and Siegel, 2004), the shape of the curve shown in Fig. 8B may be used as representative of the IO-relation between the instantaneous stimulus value and the receptor potential, as indicated in the left ordinate of the figure.

Furthermore, if we assume that every value of the receptor potential had as presented in Fig. 8B induces a positive chance, however small, for the occurrence of a spike, we introduce the effective spike-generating potential by taking the lower horizontal asymptote of the receptor potential as the new reference. This results in a scale for the effective spike generating potential, as indicated along
the right ordinate of the figure. As a result, only positive spontaneous rates can occur (i.e., negative SRs are not defined), along with soft rectification. In this description, the spontaneous rate is not an isolated quality of the ANF but the response of the IHC-nerve-fiber complex to the null stimulus.

To describe the effective differences between high-, medium-, and low-SR fibers, we will consider two manipulations; first, shifting the IO curve shown in Fig. 8B in either the horizontal or vertical direction, and second, attenuating or multiplying in the horizontal or vertical direction. A shift of the IO-curve to the right (Horst et al., 1990) results in a decrease in SR. Although this provides an adequate description of certain qualitative aspects of single fiber responses, there are quantitative dilemmas with this interpretation. For intermediate inputs, a horizontal shift would result in a steeper curve when plotted on a logarithmic vertical scale. It would also produce steeper rate-level curves and there is no support for this in the literature. A downward shift in the vertical direction would also produce a decrease in SR, as well as negative instantaneous rates and some degree of rectification. Since negative discharge rates have no physical meaning, a downward shift cannot be defined from a biological perspective. Thus, neither a horizontal shift nor a vertical shift of the IO-curve provides a realistic description of the difference in behavior between high-SR and low-SR fibers.

A compression of the curve in the vertical direction would produce a smaller discharge rate for any input pressure (i.e., an attenuation of the output), while maintaining the basic shape of the curve. Varying the magnitude of compression would also create situations in which ANFs express different spontaneous rates (i.e. the response to the null stimulus), as is observed empirically. It also is consistent with the observation that for low- and medium-SR fibers, larger inputs are required to yield a given response. Consequently, it also adheres to the observation that progressively higher thresholds are required for medium- and low-SR fibers, respectively. Attenuation (i.e. a compression of the curve) in the horizontal direction would leave the average spontaneous rate unaltered but produce larger instantaneous rates; i.e., the slopes of IO curves would increase, producing differences in sensitivities, and consequently, thresholds of different ANFs.

In the following, we show that both effects (horizontal and vertical scaling) are represented in our data and can be characterized quantitatively. To that end, we examined the expansive character of IO-curves to determine whether this feature can be described by an exponential function. This was indeed the case as shown in Fig. 9 by re-plotting the data on a logarithmic vertical scale. Clearly, IO curves are linear, regardless of spontaneous rate. The data for the low-SR fiber shown here exhibit considerable spread as a consequence of the small number of spikes that were collected in the bins in the valleys of the period histograms, but...
they do cluster around a straight line.

This implies a parsimonious description of the data by the relation:

\[ \text{Inst. rate} = R_{\text{spont}}e^{ap} \]  (3)

or, taking the natural logarithm,

\[ \log(\text{Inst. rate}) = \log(R_{\text{spont}}) + ap \]  (4)

These calculations lead us to conclude that the thorough analysis of period histograms provides quantitative support for the exponential function described in modeling work. Relation (3) aptly describes responses of ANFs near threshold by means of only two parameters, \( R_{\text{spont}} \) and \( a \). \( R_{\text{spont}} \) scales the instantaneous rate term, whereas \( a \) determines how the instantaneous rate varies with instantaneous sound pressure. Therefore, \( a \) is a measure of the sensitivity of the ANF and, as reasoned above, it should be expected that this sensitivity is related to the ANF’s threshold. We assessed this by fitting straight lines to the data according to equation (4). This yielded estimates of the slope \( a \). These values are plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of rate threshold for all the ANFs whose data were used in this investigation. These data encompass a large range of thresholds and the figure clearly shows how \( a \) decreases with increasing threshold, i.e. the smaller \( a \) is, the larger instantaneous pressures must be to evoke measurable responses.

Expressions (3) and (4) help us understand why low-SR ANFs exhibit a more expansive behavior than high-SR ANFs. These expressions imply that the response to zero crossings of the stimulus yield an instantaneous rate equal to the spontaneous rate, as was shown in data presented here. Thus, we can divide a period histogram into an upper part with instantaneous rates above SR and a lower part with instantaneous rates below SR. The upper bound of the instantaneous rate is influenced by the refractory behavior of the ANF. In the simplified case of a period histogram exhibiting the shape of a half-wave rectified sinusoid, the instantaneous rate has a maximum value of \( \tau \) times the average rate (AR) (Horst et al., 1990). This means that the instantaneous rate in the upper part of the period histogram can vary between \( R_{\text{spont}} \) and \( \pi AR \). In the case of ANFs with high SR, the instantaneous rate would vary between a minimum value of 18 spikes/s and a maximum value of about 650 spikes/s, a ratio of at most ~35. In the case of low-SR ANFs, the instantaneous would vary between less than 1 spike/s and also about 650 spikes/s, a ratio of more than 650. This means that low-SR ANFs have more than ten times the range available for variation of instantaneous rate than high-SR ANFs. As a consequence, low-SR fibers will use a considerably larger part of the IO-curve, thereby revealing a larger part of the exponential function. Consequently, among high-SR ANFs, the available range of the exponential IO-function is much smaller than among low-SR fibers, and, since reduction of a nonlinear function to a smaller interval renders it more linear, the input-output behavior of ANFs with high SR exhibit a more linear behavior than ANFs with low SR. This explains why low-SR ANFs are more expansive than high-SR fibers. Finally, although period histograms do not precisely exhibit the shape of half-wave rectified sinusoids, as confirmed in data presented here, that does not alter the basic reasoning advanced by our findings.

4.4. Relation of ANF IO-curves with IHC data

According to relations (3) and (4), the ANF IO data can be described in a relatively simple way using only two parameters, \( R_{\text{spont}} \) and \( a \) and a relatively simple model, the sandwich model (e.g. Van Dijk et al., 1994), can explain this. The basic features of the model include a bandpass filter representing place-dependent mechanical filtering in combination with the gain caused by outer hair cell motility, a static nonlinearity representing transduction by stereocilia of inner hair cells, and a low-pass filter representing filtering in the basolateral membrane of inner hair cells. The static nonlinearity can be reasonably well-described by the Boltzmann function:

\[ y = \frac{y_{\text{max}}}{1 + e^{ap - b}} \]

For small inputs, i.e. \( ap << b \), this can be approximated by the exponential relation:

\[ y = y_{\text{max}}e^{ap - b} \]

or

\[ y = ce^{ap} \text{ where } c = y_{\text{max}}e^{-b} \]

This can explain the exponential nature of outputs in the lower part of the static nonlinearity. In this model, the expansive behavior of the data can be attributed to transduction in the apical part of the hair cell. For low-frequency stimuli, the non-sinusoidal shape of the response is not greatly altered by the low-pass filter properties of the basolateral membrane. Synaptic transmission can be described by a nonhomogeneous Poisson process (e.g. Siebert, 1970; Carney, 1993). This results in a fairly linear relation between the output of the low-pass filter and the period histogram. That means that the main influence of synaptic transmission on the shape of the period histogram is incorporated in the scalar \( c \), i.e. is dependent only on gain. Differences in spontaneous rate are thus a consequence of differences in gain in different synapses. This brings us to the extension of the sandwich model presented in Fig. 11.

---

**Fig. 10.** The variable, alpha, is plotted as a function of the threshold for each ANF. Alpha is the slope of the IO-curve plotted on a logarithmic vertical scale. The encircled symbols represent the ANFs that produced the data for Fig. 9. Triangles represent low-SR ANFs (<1 spike/s), circles represent medium-SR ANFs (1 < SR < 18 spikes/s) and squares represent high-SR ANFs (>18 spikes/s).

2 The Boltzmann function and the tangent hyperbolic are closely related:

\[ \frac{1}{1 + e^{ax}} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \tanh \left( ax - b / 2 \right) + 1 \right) \]
Extended sandwich model

![Extended sandwich model](image)

**Fig. 11.** The extended sandwich model consists of a bandpass filter representing mechanical filtering along the basilar membrane, a static nonlinearity representing transduction in the apical part of the inner hair cells, low-pass filtering in the basolateral membrane of the inner hair cells, and synapses with various gains producing ANFs with different spontaneous rates.

In earlier models, mechanoelectrical transduction in the stereocilia was described by the Boltzmann function in accordance with the two-state gating spring model (Howard and Hudspeth, 1988). Meddis (2006) used a variation, the three-state gating spring model. Zhang et al. (2001) and Zilany and Bruce (2006) described the transduction by means of an input-output function that is expansive for negative input, compressive for positive input and linear around zero input. This is basically different from an exponential input-output function and from the Boltzmann function. In addition, an important subject of the various models is adaptation of the responses to stimuli of various levels (e.g. Zilany et al., 2009). It is unlikely that adaptation plays an important role in the responses presented here, as the average rates were either small, in the case of the low-SR fibers, or hardly different from spontaneous rates in the case of the high-SR fibers.

This sandwich model does not take into account the details of the several stages of transduction in the hair cell following mechano-electrical transduction. Such aspects have been modeled in more elaborate terms that take into account capacitance and conductance of the inner hair cell's membrane, voltage-gated potassium channels (Lopez-Poveda and Eustaquito-Martin, 2006; Zedgies and Siegel, 2004), voltage dependent calcium channels, and neurotransmitter management (e.g. Schroeder and Hall, 1974; Meddis, 1986; Carney, 1993). There is still uncertainty as to which extent these stages contribute to the nonlinearity of the relation between the input and output signal. Neubauer and Heil (2008), for example, show that for high frequency ANFs with low-SR the first-spoke latency can be described by the third power of the stimulus pressure envelope. The attraction of their model is the relation between the third power and the conjunction of three independent sub-events leading to transmitter release. An important difference with the present study is that we did not consider the envelope of the stimulus and response but instead the fine structure. Also Neubauer and Heil (2008) assume that the envelope of the signal present in the hair cell before the low-pass filter is linearly related to the original stimulus, i.e. they ignore the influence of mechano-electrical transduction on the precise shape of the envelope. It is not clear how incorporation of mechano-electrical transduction would influence their model results. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded from consideration that stages of transduction in the inner hair cell might add to the expansive relation between stimulus and ANF-response. Therefore, it would be useful in modeling studies of the IHCs to determine the input-output relations of each of the various stages.

5. Conclusions

(1) We have presented a relatively simple method to assess the static IO-relation that describes transduction from stimulus to spike generation on time scales shorter than the stimulus period.

(2) Spontaneous activity can be regarded as the response to the null-stimulus, i.e. it is equal to the instantaneous response caused by the zero crossings of a dynamic stimulus.

(3) On a linear scale, responses of low-SR ANFs show stronger expansive behavior than responses of high-SR ANFs.

(4) For all spontaneous rates, responses near threshold can be adequately described by an exponential relation.

(5) The exponential relation can at least partially be attributed to the lower part of the static nonlinearity associated with transduction in the apical part of the hair cells.

(6) Differences between fibers of different spontaneous rates can be modeled as decreasing gain for decreasing spontaneous rates of ANFs.
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